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Abstract
High temperature superconductors (HTSs) offer the promise of operating at higher magnetic
field and temperature. Recently, the use of high field magnets (by adopting HTS) has been
promoted by several groups around the world, including new start-up entries, both to
substantially reduce the size of a fusion power reactor system and as a breakthrough innovation
that could dramatically accelerate fusion power deployment. This paper describes the results of
an assessment to understand the impact of using high field magnets in the design of DEMO in
Europe, considering a comprehensive list of physics and engineering limitations together with
the interdependencies with other important parameters. Based on the results, it is concluded that
increasing the magnetic field does not lead to a reduction in device size with relevant nuclear
performance requirements, because (i) large structures are needed to withstand the enormous
electromagnetic forces, (ii) thick blanket and n-shield structures are needed to protect the coils
from radiation damage effects, and (iii) new divertor solutions with performances well beyond
today’s concepts are needed. Stronger structural materials allow for more compact tokamaks,
but do not change the conclusion that scalability is not favourable when increasing the magnetic
field, beyond a certain point, the machine size cannot be further reduced. More advanced
structural support concepts for high-field coils have been explored and concluded that these
solutions are either unfeasible or provide only marginal size reduction, by far not sufficient to
account for the potential of operating at very high field provided by HTS. Additionally,
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the cost of high field coils is significant at today’s price levels and shows to scale roughly with
the square of the field. Nevertheless, it is believed that even when not operated at high field and
starting within conventional insulated coils, HTS can still offer certain benefits. These include
the simplification of the magnet cooling scheme thanks to increased temperature margin
(indirect conduction cooling). This in turn can greatly simplify coil construction and minimize
high-voltage risks at the terminals.

Keywords: high temperature superconductors, magnetic field, DEMO, magnets

1. Introduction

The relationship between magnetic field on the plasma and
its performance metrics are well known. The discovery of
and recent developments on high temperature superconduct-
ors (HTSs) have created the expectation that fusion devices
could operate at much higher magnetic fields than previously
foreseen, and thus may offer the breakthrough needed to make
fusion energy a reality. A parametric system study is presented
in this paper that explores the trade-off between benefits and
constraints when designing tokamaks at increasingly higher
magnetic fields. The aim of the study is to quantify potential
benefits, but also to highlight how other technology or prac-
tical considerations affect the scaling of tokamak size with
increasing magnetic field.

In this work, the focus was on tokamak machines based on
deuterium–tritium (D–T) fusion reactions, which is the most
commonly selected reaction by virtue of its high cross section
at plasma temperatures of the order of 10–20 keV. Recently,
alternative fusion reactions, such as D + He3, which avoid
both the use of T and the production of 14 MeV neutrons,
have gained renewed interest. A tokamak power plant based
on such reactions will unavoidably require a very high mag-
netic field for operation. This is due to the extremely high tem-
peratures (and/or densities) at which the plasma must be oper-
ated to attain a sufficient reaction cross section. Consequently,
plasma pressure increases which has to be counteracted by
enhancing the magnetic field to avoid plasma instabilities
(e.g. the so-called beta limit). In this sense thus, the ana-
lysis of high field devices also applies to concepts employing
alternative reactions to D–T—providing a tokamak concept is
envisaged.

The basic geometrical expressions that determine tokamak
size and radial build for a generic fusion device based on the
standard structural concept of wedged toroidal field (TF) coils
are first introduced. The study is then presented, consisting of
assessing tokamak size versus magnetic field, while keeping
the fusion power constant. The two main constraints that pre-
vent continuous size reduction as magnetic field is increased
are subsequently discussed. These technical limits are the
increase in structural demands, as well as increase in the heat
load on the divertor (power exhaust). The next section presents
how the tokamak size scales with magnetic field when these
technical constraints are introduced, and how they prevent size

reductions beyond a certain point as magnetic field continues
to increase. Beyond geometrical, structural, or power exhaust
constraints, the paper then discusses other aspects that also
tend to limit size reductions when field is increased, namely,
the cost associated and the manufacturability constraints as the
TF coil structures grow in size towards practical limits. A rel-
ative quantification of how cost scales with increasing field
shows that as field increases in an attempt to reduce size, TF
coil cost actually increases significantly.

Even though the conclusion of the study indicates there are
limits to effectively increase the magnetic field in power plant-
relevant fusion reactors, the benefits promised by HTS mater-
ials are recognized. The paper concludes with a proposal for a
HTS development and qualification program specifically tar-
geting those aspects with the greatest benefit to fusion power
plant design, such as DEMO.

2. Background

2.1. Tokamak basic geometrical considerations

The power density in a tokamak is given by:

PF ∝ β4
t B

4
T,o (1)

where βt (beta) is the plasma kinetic-to-magnetic pressure
ratio and BT,o is the TF strength at the centre of the plasma.
By increasing BT,o and/or beta one clearly obtains a significant
increase in power density. However, beta is limited by plasma
stability and BT,o is limited by the achievable peak field,
BT,m, at the magnet windings, in turn limited by supercon-
ducting material capabilities. Depending on the required mag-
net peak field, the superconductor of choice must transition
from NbTi, to Nb3Sn, to Rare-Earth Barium Copper Oxide
(REBCO), with the consequent step-changes in manufactur-
ing approach, technology maturity level, and cost depending
on design approach.

A critical design feature of any tokamak is the space taken
up by the inner leg of the TF coil (∆TF see figure 1). The radial
build needed for the TF coil inner leg, along with the size of
the central solenoid (CS), the size of the vessel/n-shielding/T-
breeding regions and the plasma minor radius determine the
major radius of the machine.
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Figure 1. Simplified radial build of a tokamak showing the key
fusion components at the inboard: CS, TF coils, Shield and
Breeding blanket.

The relationship between BT,m and BT,o is given by (see
figure 1):

BT,0
∼=

(A− 1)
A

(
1− ∆VBA

R0 (A− 1)

)
BT,m (2)

where A is the aspect ratio (R/a) (for ITER A = 3.1), R0 is
the major radius of the plasma, and ∆VB is the thickness of
the region occupied at the inboard by the breeding blanket and
the vacuum vessel including the space required to assemble
the thermal shield (i.e. the distance in mid-plane from the first
wall to the TF coil windings).

In contrast to devices with a pure burning plasma physics
mission and very limited neutron fluence (i.e. SPARC), power-
plant demonstration devices with extensive nuclear perform-
ance ambitions require very thick shield/blanket structures to
protect themagnets and the vacuumvessel from radiation heat-
ing and damage effects and for tritium breeding. This increases
the maximum value of the magnetic field in the inner TF coil
leg BT,m, for a given magnetic field value in the centre of the
plasma BT,o (figure 1).

It should be noted that higher fieldwindings generate higher
forces in the mechanical structures in and around the plasma

Figure 2. Schematic of (i) in-plane and (ii) out-of-plane loads on a
TF coil.

and in particularly in the TF coils themselves, which consti-
tutes the structural core of the machine. The stresses in the
inboard leg of the TF coil casing quickly reach the maximum
allowable stress for a given geometry, effectively limiting the
field. This stress roughly scales with B2/S (where S is cross
section of the structural elements).

2.2. TF coil structural considerations

The cross section of the TF coil inner legmust support in-plane
forces i.e. the centring force and that portion of the vertical
separating force that is not supported by the outer structures. In
this study, the TF coil inner leg equatorial plane cross sections
are considered. Out-of-plane (OOP) forces that result from the
interaction between the TF coil currents and the poloidal field
must also be supported within the TF coil system. The OOP
forces are mostly absorbed by structures that are not closely
coupled with the radial build of the central column and they
are not discussed here.

Figure 2 schematically shows the typical loads on a toka-
mak TF coil. The TF strength and thus the local magnetic
pressure is proportional to 1/r inside the bore of the TF coils.
Magnetic pressures at the top and bottom of the coil integrate
to vertical separating forces. The inner leg magnetic pressure
integrates to a centring force on the inner leg.

The approximate calculation of these forces follows [1]:

Fvert =
1
4
BT,0R0ITF ln

Routb

Rinb
(3)

Frad

m
=

1
2
ITFBT,m (4)

where ITF is the total Amp-turns in the TF coils, Routb and Rinb

are the radii of the TF coil leg of the outboard and inboard,
respectively.

Table 1 shows key parameters and the resulting vertical
and centring forces on the inner leg of the TF coils for ITER
[2, 3] and SPARC [4, 5] (both under construction), and those
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Table 1. Main machine parameter comparison.

DEMO ITER SPARC

ITF (total Amp-turns) (MA) 14.9 8.4 6.5
Bt,m (T) 13 10.8 21.7
RTF inb. leg(m) 4.3 2.7 ∼1
Ainb.leg (WP) (m2) 0.69 0.48 ∼0.05
JWP (A mm−2) 21 17.5 120
Fvert(MN) 275 100 50
Frad
m (MN) 90 50 70

Figure 3. Mid-plane cross-section of the TF coil of DEMO, ITER,
and SPARC.

predicted for the European DEMO [6]. Figure 3 shows the
mid-plane cross-section of the TF coil of ITER, DEMO and
SPARC.

One can observe that the electromagnetic forces related to
ITER and SPARC are of the same order of magnitude despite
the latter being a much smaller machine.

Robust structural concepts are needed to enable the set
of TF coils (18 in ITER) to withstand the centring and ver-
tical forces. Several concepts have been investigated in the
past including full wedging, or partial wedging, and bucking
against a CS or bucking post. A review of these concepts, plus
some new ideas, were analysed in the context of DEMO-like
machines [7]. However, all concepts relying on bucking are
very complicated in practice, as they require the TF coil to
slide against the bucking cylinder or the CS coil to accommod-
ate motion during operation. Very complex structural designs
are needed to support OOP loads on the TF coils without trans-
ferring this twist to the CS. For the bucked and wedged con-
figuration, detailed analyses show that the stress on the TF
leg is extremely sensitive to the assembly tolerance between
TF coils and CS (or whatever bearing surface is placed in-
between). Sub-millimetre tolerances are to be achieved over
the large contact surface for the stress distribution to be pre-
dictable, which is impractical. After in-depth assessments con-
ducted during the design phase, ITER opted for full wedging
of the TF coils.

To minimise the fraction of vertical force to be reacted by
the inner legs, various options have been investigated includ-
ing TF coil pre-compressive preloads, sliding joints and heavy
external structures that compromise the access for maintain-
ability and increase the cost. These were explored together
with alternative structural support concepts [7] and it was con-
cluded that, for DEMO-size machines, most of the potential
solutions are either not feasible or provide onlymarginal struc-
tural reduction given their complexity. Scalability of alternate

structural concepts was not evaluated, the remaining of this
study focuses on the wedged TF coil concept, as implemented
in ITER.

2.3. Interdependency with the power exhaust

By varying the size of the device and the magnetic field
strength, the power exhaust conditions of the device can
change significantly. In this section, the link of the heat flux
on the divertor with the machine R0 and BT,o is briefly illus-
trated. According to the broadly employed Eich scaling [8, 9],
the heat load channel width in the scrape-off-layer λq scales
unfavourably with the field strength but only very weakly with
the major radius,

λq = 0.73B−0.78
T,0 q1.295 R

0.1
0 . (5)

This reflects the fact that a high magnetic field and com-
pact machine possesses a higher energy density than low field
devices. In the formula, q95 is the so-called edge safety factor
at the 95% magnetic flux surface and is roughly proportional
to the ratio between the toroidal field strength in the plasma
and the plasma current. To determine the power crossing the
plasma separatrix, the assumption has been made that the
power crossing the separatrix for the design points considered
is proportional to the power to the L- to H-mode transition,
PLH, following the widely employed Martin scaling [10]

PLH = 0.049n0.72B0.8
T,0S

0.94
p (6)

where Sp is the plasma surface and the density n has in turn
been assumed proportional to the Greenwald density limit

n∝ nGW =
Ip
πa2

(7)

where Ip is the plasma current, a is the minor plasma radius.
In order to sustain H-mode, the power crossing the separat-

rix Psep, and thus the plasma heating power, shall not drop
below this threshold power. On the other hand, it is desirable to
keep Psep as low as possible for divertor protection. In all EU-
DEMO configurations, the heating power (both from fusion
reactions and auxiliary heating) largely exceeds the value of
PLH by a factor of 3–4. Therefore, in order to protect the diver-
tor by facilitating the achievement of detachment, and in gen-
eral to reduce the heat flux in case of accidental attachment
conditions, the ability to reliably radiate a large fraction (75%–
80%) of the heating power from the plasma core by means of
seeded impurity (Xe or Kr), until the condition Psep = fLHPLH

is met with fLH = 1.1− 1.2 for controllability reason [11].
The heat flux on the divertor under attachment conditions

(qtar) is then proportional to the power crossing the separatrix
divided by the wetted area, which in turns depend on λq:

qtar ∝
Psep

2πR0λq
. (8)

Employing the Eich scaling and the Martin scaling, and
assuming constant plasma shape (q95, elongation and triangu-
larity), it can be easily shown that:

qtar ∝ fLHBT,0
2.52R0.16

0 (9)
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Reference [12] provides the full and detailed calculation. This
last relation indicates that generally speaking, a compact high-
field device is expected to be more challenging in terms of
power exhaust. Clearly, no fusion power reactor is expected to
operate under attached divertor condition, because the fluxes
will be almost certainly too high. Thus, some kind of dissip-
ation for the achievement of detachment must be introduced.
Still, it is thought that the divertor heat flux under attachment
is a representative figure of merit to compare different design
solutions. A reactor must work with long pulse, and the pos-
sibility of losing divertor detachment has to be considered
from the earliest design phases. Comparing qtar under attached
divertor conditions therefore provides a good indication about
how challenging the power exhaust problem is, at least in rel-
ative terms.

Both this quick overview and the more detailed calculation
in [12] assume a plasma in H-mode. This assumption is motiv-
ated by the fact that H-mode exhibits the highest plasma con-
finement (and thus the maximum fusion power generation in
reactors) for a givenmachine architecture. Thus, such a regime
is the most obvious choice to minimise the machine size. Most
alternative regimes also show a minimum threshold power to
be accessed, and while the dependency of the threshold on the
magnetic field strength can vary (e.g. the I-mode [13] threshold
powerPLI has been shown to have a weaker dependency on the
field, i.e. PLI ∼ B0.26

T,0 [14]), an increase of the threshold power
with increasing field is always observed. For this reason, the
argument presented here remains valid, at least from a qualitat-
ive point of view—namely, there will always be a field strength
above which the divertor protection constraints prevent further
size reduction at constant fusion power.

This is no longer valid if the chosen plasma operating
regime does not need a minimum threshold power to be sus-
tained. This is the case, for example, for the negative tri-
angularity L-mode [15, 16], which however, in spite of the
very significant advances in the last years, still remains quite
speculative.

For these regimes, only the radial build holds limiting factor
for decreasing the size, as explained below in detail. In the
following, only H-mode will be anyway considered.

3. Effect of magnetic field on machine size

In this section an exploration of machine size versus magnetic
field is presented. To size the TF coils, winding pack designs
are based on the assumption of insulated cable-in-conduit con-
ductor (CICC), even for HTS coils. Although other concepts
such as non-insulated (NI) coils may offer higher current dens-
ities, they were not considered here as they are still devel-
opmental and unproven on the scale of electricity-producing
fusion machines. For the structures, ITER materials are used
in the sizing. One of the lessons from ITER is that devel-
oping stronger structural materials is a decades-long effort,
without assurance of success [17]. The effect on scaling of
using stronger materials for the TF coil structures is discussed
as part of parametric explorations in section 4 (see 4.3).

The aim is to quantify how machine size scales with mag-
netic field. To that end, PLASMOD, a simplified plasma trans-
port code based on ASTRA [18] is used to determine the
dimensions of the plasma. PLASMOD solves the 1D steady-
state plasma transport equations (continuity and energy for all
species) in the approximation of Bohm-gyroBohm transport
coefficients. The seeded impurity concentration in the plasma
core is changed until the power crossing the separatrix reaches
the target value imposed by the user (typically close to the L–
H threshold). This code has the advantage of being reasonably
fast (around ∼10 s for each point) while avoiding an imposed
shape for the plasma profiles, as most simplified transport
codes do. PLASMOD calculates the plasma kinetic profiles—
and hence all the related scalar quantities like e.g. the fusion
power and the plasma β—employing plasma geometry (R0,
BT,0, elongation and triangularity) and edge safety factor q95,
among others, as input.

Figure 4 shows the results of the exploration with the major
radius (R0) plotted as a function of the field at the centre of the
plasma (BT,0) for the European DEMO device (∼2000 MW
of fusion power) for three cases as described below. All
the machines in figure 4 have an aspect ratio A = 3.1. The
three curves displayed in figure 4(i) have been obtained as
follows:

(a) This case accounts only for physics consideration and
ignores any geometrical and/or engineering constraints:
themagnetic fieldBT,0 is employed as scan parameter and,
for each BT,0, the major radius is varied until the target
Pfus = 2000 MW is achieved. No engineering constraint
is taken into account in this case. Aspect ratio A and edge
safety factor q95 have been kept constant for all points
(A= 3.1 and q95 = 3.5, respectively). This is the smal-
lest theoretical machine producing the given power.

(b) In this case, the constraint arising from the need to protect
the divertor from excessive heat loads is considered (see
section 2.3). This curve is calculated following the same
logic as the previous one, with the difference that the con-
straining criterion is not related to the radial build, but to
the divertor figure of merit:

PsepB

qAR
< 9.2MWT/m (10)

where Psep has been set to 1.1PLH, assuming that the
remaining heating power is exhausted in form of elec-
tromagnetic radiation from seeded impurity, as typically
assumed for the European DEMO [11]. The value of PLH

is in turn provided by PLASMOD. The value of 9.2 MW
T m−1 roughly corresponds to a heat flux on the diver-
tor of ∼70 MW m−2 by reattachment and can be shown
to be the ITER baseline value [12]. As for the previ-
ous case, the value of q95 is progressively increased until
a solution at Pfus = 2000 MW is found, which fulfils
the constraining criterion. This ensures a minimisation of
the size.

(c) In this case, the most complex geometrical radial build
constraints at the inner leg (see figure 1) arising from the
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Figure 4. (i) Effect of plasma axis magnetic field (BT,0) on machine
size (R0) at constant fusion power (2GW) and constant aspect ratio
(A = 3.1); (ii) cross-section and current density of the TF coils, (iii)
estimated cost of TF coils.

CS and TF coil winding pack/structure sizing to with-
stand the forces are introduced. Once the radius provid-
ing Pfus = 2000 MW is found, a check on the radial build

consistency is carried out. The detailed steps to undertake
this were:
• The size of the external radius of the CS (RCS in
figure 1) is calculated by means of look-up tables,
which have been generated following the methodology
developed and described in [19]. These tables provide
the external radius of the CS for a fixed value of the ver-
tical field as a function of the pre-magnetisation flux
and of the number of plasma cycles ncyc, to account
for the role of the fatigue in the dimensioning of the
component. While the latter value has been set constant
to ncyc = 30.000, the former is determined as a func-
tion of the plasma loop voltage Vloop (calculated with
PLASMOD) and of the plasma internal inductance. In
the present work, only a pulsed device is referred to,
which possesses a CS to sustain the plasma current for
a burn time of 2 h (except where otherwise stated).
Clearly, the CS has a significant impact on the overall
size of the device. However, the main point illustrated
in figure 4—i.e. that an increase in magnetic field can-
not lead to a reduction of the machine size for a given
performance because of the increase in the TF coil size
to withstand the forces—is perfectly valid also for non-
inductive, steady-state devices, where the CS is much
smaller or even absent.

• The radial size of the TF coils (∆TF in figure 1) to
withstand the forces generated by the field is determ-
ined via an integrated algorithm, which takes into
account a specific plasma shape, position, and field.
By adjusting various factors such as the operating cur-
rent, number of layers and turns, maximum voltage,
and materials used in the winding pack layout, dif-
ferent manufacturing options are explored, and max-
imum stress levels applied in the algorithm. The result-
ing outcome is a balanced solution that optimizes the
engineering current density whileminimizing the radial
build while respecting quench protection and structural
limits [20].

• The thickness of the breeding blanket, vacuum vessel
and thermal shielding (∆VB in figure 1) has been kept
constant for all points and set equal to 1.4 m as a result
from previous work [21].

If the radial build is consistent—i.e. if there is enough space
for the CS in the bore—the point is considered acceptable. If
not, the analysis is repeated for a higher value of q95, since for
a given field B0, a larger machine must have a lower current to
have the same fusion power Pfus = 2000 MW. This procedure
ensures that the point found is the smallest possible machine
fulfilling the given constraints.

Note that once engineering constraints are introduced
(cases b and c), feasible machines are significantly larger than
the theoretical minimum. Not only does increasing field lead
to larger machines, but the associated needs for supercon-
ductors and structures also drive the cost significantly (see
figure 4(iii)). Section 5 expands on themethodology to determ-
ine relative cost of the TF coils.

6
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4. Parametric exploration of machine size

In the previous section, the exploration of the magnetic field
as a variable assumed a constant aspect ratio for the machine
(and for each point finding the minimum size). This section
presents a parametric exploration showing the main conclu-
sions are not altered if other parameters are varied as a min-
imum size machine is targeted. The effect of aspect ratio and
fusion power variations on machine size are quantified in the
following sub-sections.

4.1. Effect of aspect ratio

As part of the DEMO re-baselining, following the Gate G1, the
benefit of adopting a lower value of the machine aspect ratio
has been explored. This includes:

• A reduction of the field in the plasma, and hence in the TF
coils, to achieve the same fusion power output, leading to
appreciable advantages in terms of fabricability and costs.

• A reduction of the maximum heat flux at the divertor in
case of reattachment. This of course reduces the risk of the
machine operation, enhancing the control margins and, pos-
sibly, simplifying the whole design.

• An increase of the elongation, which leads to a larger fusion
power for a given machine radius. This is due to both the
higher natural elongation and to the fact that the passive
structure is brought closer to the plasma, thus enhancing the
passive stability of the equilibrium.

While figure 4 showed machine size versus magnetic field at
constant aspect ratio, figure 5 shows that by increasing the
machine aspect ratio, the field at the centre of the plasma
increases and correspondingly the size of the plasma to sus-
tain a given fusion power output (2 GW) is reduced substan-
tially (see equation (1)). However, the machine major radius
increases as a result of the increase of the TF coil radial build
dimensions that increases with the field and the need to pro-
tect the divertor (see section 2.3). A low temperature super-
conductor (LTS) such as Nb3Sn is the conductor used for peak
field <15 T, for cases TF1, TF2, and TF3 in figure 5, while
case TF4 uses HTS. Note that case TF2 in figure 5 is the same
as case 2 in figure 4 (same baseline).

4.2. Effect of varying the fusion power

To address the possible counter argument that the consider-
ations described above on the need to have very massive TF
coil structures is only linked to devices with high fusion power
outputs (i.e. DEMO-class devices), the results of a study to
compare two representative cases with very different values
of fusion power and modes of operation are presented here.

Two cases were studied: one of a device producing
2000MWof fusion power and operating in a pulsedmodewith
pulses of 2 h, and a second of a device producing 500 MW,
operating in steady state (i.e. with a CS supposed to provide
only the flux to ramp the current up to its nominal value, but
not to sustain the flat-top). A high aspect ratio, A=4, has been

Figure 5. (i) Simplified plasma contours for a class of devices that
produce a Pfus = 2000 MW, 2 h pulse and 3000 cycles at different
aspect ratios. The values of the maximum field BT,m are (TF1): 9 T
at A = 2.6, (TF2): 12 T at A = 3.1, (TF3): 15 T at A = 3.6, and
(TF4): 17.5 at A = 4.5, TF2 is the same machine as 2 shown in
figure 4; (ii) mid-plane cross section of the TF coils (at 15 T or
below conductor is LTS, above 15 T it is HTS, thus the discontinuity
in current density).

chosen, to allow for solutions with high toroidal magnetic field
(Bmax=~17.3 T) — i.e. we concentrate our focus on the high
field design points, without looking for the best possible con-
figuration in a broad sense. This device with Pfus = 500 MW,
similar to TF4 in figure 5 is referred to as TF4R (reduced
power). The results of this comparison are presented in figure 6
and show that even by reducing the fusion power by a factor of
four, whilst maintaining the peak field, the radial thickness of
the TF coils is not significantly reduced. It should be noted
that the radial thickness of the shield/breeding blanket and
vacuum vessel were assumed to be the same for both cases. As
a matter of fact, the radial dimension of the breeding blanket is
roughly independent of the device and the generated neutron
flux intensity, as it must be defined primarily to ensure achiev-
ing the required tritium breeding capability (i.e, the probabil-
ity of each neutron to interact with lithium and generate one
Triton must be greater than 1, typically>1.05). The thickness
of the vacuum vessel and blanket shielding part are instead
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Figure 6. (i) Simplified plasma contours for two devices at A = 4:
TF4, a pulsed (2 h) device with Pfus = 2000 MW, and TF4R, a
steady-state device with Pfus = 500 MW, (ii) mid-plane cross
section of the TF coils; (iii) poloidal cross-section of the TF coils.

chosen to reduce the neutron flux by at least 5 orders of mag-
nitude. Moderate variations of this flux e.g., by a factor of 2,
do not significantly affect the required thickness [22]. It should
also be noted that the major radius of case (1) in figure 6 (i) is
mainly due to the fact that by assuming a steady-state plasma,
the flux swing to be provided by the CS and, in turn, its radial
build is much smaller than a pulsed plasma (see case (2) in
figure 6). However, even with these assumptions the major
radius cannot drop below 6-7 m (see figure 6) and, as will be
detailed in section 5 (see figure 8), the cost of the TF coils
remains comparable to that of larger machines with four times
the power output, lower magnetic field and LTS coils.

Figure 7. Variation of machine size with magnetic field when a
structural material with 50% higher yield strength is used. The
dashed curve is the same as the curve c) that is shown in figure 4(i).

4.3. Effect of improved structural materials

The parametric studies presented so far correspond to
DEMO-like machines based on structural materials already
developed and deployed in ITER. The question is whether by
increasing the strength of the TF coil structure materials the
machine could be made smaller and scalability with magnetic
field is altered. To answer this, a scan of magnetic field was
done as presented in figure 4 (same fusion power and aspect
ratio), but now assuming the structures are made with a mater-
ial with 50% higher yield strength at 4 K (i.e. 1500 MPa)
than what has been proven at ITER-scale. The chosen value
is slightly higher than what can be achieved with N50, a well-
established material, although forgings of the size and thick-
ness required for the TF coil nose may not be feasible. This
caveat notwithstanding, the exercise is illustrative, as shown in
figure 7. Employing a much stronger structural material allows
for smaller machines, as expected. The optimum (minimum
size) occurs at slightly higher magnetic field, also to be expec-
ted, but the overall trend remains: as magnetic field increases,
the machine cannot become smaller due to the space require-
ments driven by space for the CS and TF coil nose (radial
build). Therefore, the premise of making more compact toka-
maks via new and stronger structural materials does not hold.
Further, the development and qualification of these newmater-
ials and the fabrication routes to use them at the scale required
in a fusion machine are not trivial, as discussed later in the
paper, see section 6.

5. Dependence of TF coil costs on magnetic field

When exploring optimized machine configurations, it is
important to consider not only all the technical requirements
and constraints, but also costs. To that end, a quantification
of the impact of high field on machine cost was carried out.
The methodology applied is based on the use of unit costs,
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Figure 8. Total TF coil cost and breakdown for each of the machine
configurations shown in figures 5 and 6 (variable aspect ratio and
power). All cases (LTS and HTS) assume standard windings without
radial plates. The black dashed horizontal lines on TF4 and TF4R
represent the total cost in the assumption unit cost of HTS is the
same as that of Nb3Sn.

so that it is possible to update these estimates over time in
case of escalation or more refined estimates for fabrication
costs. Therefore, the cost estimates for unit material costs (e.g.
superconductor, steel, etc) are in €/kg, and fabrication costs
are in the appropriate unit (e.g. €/m). For the TF coil cost ana-
lyses detailed here, these unit costs are applied to the different
configurations as the magnetic field is varied, and the winding
pack and structures are designed accordingly.

These ‘bottoms-up’ cost estimates should be considered
as accurate in relative terms to one another, but as they do
not include other commercial or contractual considerations,
they may not be accurate in absolute terms without further
benchmarking.

The cost analysis is a function of the level of detail
with which the system is divided. The breakdown of sub-
components for this study is as follows:

1. Superconducting material (Nb3Sn or HTS)
2. Stabilizer material (copper)
3. Steel for the CICCs jacket
4. Insulating material

5. Manufacturing: cabling, jacketing, winding, and heat
treatment (for LTS coils only)

6. TF coil case (including materials and manufacturing)

The conclusions of the cost estimates are shown in figure 8,
where the total cost is given for each of the five TF coil
configurations described in section 4 above. All cases con-
sidered in figure 8 (LTS or HTS) do not contain radial plates,
all designs are for standard windings. Also shown is the break-
down bymajor component in each case. As expected, the over-
all TF coil cost increases with magnetic field, and two effects
in particular are notable. The cost of materials andmanufactur-
ing for the TF coil structures plays a major role and becomes
dominant as the magnetic field increases (and this is to be
expected). Given the current unit costs for HTS, the supercon-
ductor component of overall cost also becomes dominant at
high field. In this study, and based on current market prices,
it is assumed that the unit cost of HTS wire (€/kg) is 7 times
higher than that of LTS. This factor is not necessarily a reflec-
tion of raw material cost, but rather maturity level, as HTS
is not yet produced at the same volumes as LTS. The price
ratio of HTS to LTS is likely to drop as production volumes
increase. In figure 8 this is indicated by the black dashed hori-
zontal line representing the total cost of an insulated HTS coil
in the assumption unit costs of superconductor (LTS or HTS)
are the same. The cost of coil manufacturing in the case of
HTS does not include a heat treatment step (∼4% saving on
total cost). Notice however, that even if HTS cost were to drop
to equal the costs of LTS, or even lower, the overall TF coil
cost significantly increases with magnetic field as the struc-
tures become heavier and harder to fabricate.

6. TF coil structural material selection and
fabrication considerations

In addition to electromagnetic, structural, or cost considera-
tions in the design of the TF coils, aspects such as manufactur-
ability and schedule are also determinant, in particular, devel-
opment time for the introduction of new materials, technolo-
gies, or manufacturing processes. This is relevant in light of
the results shown in section 4.3.

Developing and qualifying new and stronger structural
materials is a long and arduous road as demonstrated by ITER.
As stated in [17], magnets of large reactor scale need large
quantities of such steels, and novel steels (often with unusual
constituents such as Nb or Mn) come with novel forging and
welding problems to which industrial suppliers are unable to
offer solutions. Multiple high-strength steel developments for
ITER, launched in the 1990s, were all discarded by 2010, with
one exception (used in the inner leg of the ITER TF coil cases)
and, even here, the original targets have been much relaxed.
An example of the problems that can occur with novel (and
not fully investigated) steels is discussed in [23].

Another notable example was the development of a nickel
based super alloy, called Incoloy as a jacket material for
Nb3Sn. Although thermal and mechanical characteristics of
Incoloy were deemed promising, it was found to be highly
sensitive to oxygen embrittlement [24]. Therefore, although
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Incoloy was used successfully in the ITER model coils, cata-
strophic failure in operation arising from the problems of oxy-
gen control in large-scale industrial production presented an
unacceptable risk to the project. As a result, Incoloy was
finally eliminated as an option from themagnet design in 2003.

In addition to materials development time, there is a sig-
nificant lead time for the development of manufacturing pro-
cesses and tooling.

Within the architecture of wedged structures, there is a
practical limit to the thickness of the TF coil nose given by
maximum size of forgings. Larger TF coil structures also
make manufacturability impractical as weld deformation con-
trol of large/thick sections becomes extremely challenging.
Lead time for the procurement of materials and forgings can
be amajor portion of overall construction schedule for a fusion
power plant. The need to prepare welding mock-ups can sig-
nificantly add to any structure fabrication schedule.

An industrial study for DEMO-size fusion power plant
machines reached the conclusions that not only cost and sched-
ule of TF coil structures are major drivers, but also that it is the
structures that dominate the cost of the TF coils (as also shown
here, see section 5). These conclusions are also supported by
the ITER experience, where even using three suppliers in par-
allel, the rate of production of TF coil structures set the limit
on TF coil manufacturing and delivery rate. Furthermore, it
was not just an issue of production schedule, but the TF coil
structures were also responsible for multiple delays and tech-
nical challenges related to the production of very heavy com-
ponents while maintaining tight dimensional tolerances. Also
based on ITER experience [25, 26], the time needed to pro-
duce all the TF coil structures (even with three lines in par-
allel), and the time needed to procure materials, produce for-
gings, complete weldingmock-ups, and prepare the tooling are
about equal.Meaning that the schedule to produce TF coils in a
tokamak is greatly determined by the structures and, depend-
ing on overall size/mass, spans over a decade from start to
finish.

Therefore, any optimization of machine configuration
should take these factors into account and drive the design
towards lighter structures, which in turn drives a shift towards
lower magnetic fields, not higher.

7. Fusion-relevant HTS development

The fact the study concludes there is no advantage (technical
or cost) to push fusion machines towards higher fields does not
mean HTS materials do not have a major role to play in future
fusion development. The other meaningful property of HTS
comes into play, namely its ability to operate at higher tem-
perature. This property can be used to design magnets with
much higher operating margin, which in turn allows to make
the cooling simpler (conduction-cooled magnets, or magnets
in which the cooling is not part of the conductor). Separation
of function in the conductor (current-carrying and cooling),
could not only lead to simplification of magnet fabrication,
but also major de-risking in terms of high-voltage operation
or Paschen discharges. Cooling of the winding pack could be

done externally, and the hydraulic circuit does not necessarily
need to be at high-voltage. Conduction-cooling of the winding
pack allows the pipes to be placed outside the ground plane,
and electrical breaks in the hydraulic circuit can be obviated,
eliminating both electrical and leak risks. HTS are the enabling
technology for ‘dry magnets’. Therefore, extraction of con-
ductor and wires at the terminals, although not a trivial prob-
lem, becomes significantly easier without having to accom-
modate the coolant, and voltage tracking or Paschen discharge
risks in the terminal region are reduced.

Despite the obvious advantages of HTS in simplifyingmag-
net winding, an area still in need of development is quench
protection. It is well known in the design of superconducting
magnets that there is a trade-off between magnet stability and
quench protection. In a magnet with very low stability mar-
gin, a quench, once initiated, will tend to propagate rapidly,
meaning that is relatively easy to detect early, and protect the
magnet accordingly. The converse is also true, in a very stable
magnet, a quench will not propagate very fast, making it hard
to detect and protect against (as reaction time is greatly dimin-
ished). In fact, in highly stable magnets, the existence of per-
sistent travelling normal zones is also a possibility. In a HTS
magnet operating at higher temperature, the winding pack heat
capacity is at least an order of magnitude higher than at 4 K,
meaning the condition of a highly stable coil is difficult to
protect against quench. This challenge from operating at high
temperature is well recognized since shortly after the discov-
ery of HTS. Even though much work has gone into developing
means to detect and protect HTS magnets during quench, with
multiple ideas proposed including use of fibre optics [27–29],
ultrasonics [30], or NI coils [31–33], it remains an area of act-
ive research and none of these novel approaches has reached
sufficient maturity to be deployed in fusion-scale magnets.
The challenge of quench protection for HTS coils obviously
grows with the size (stored energy) of the coil, especially if
high current densities are sought. To date, despite good opera-
tional experiencewith HTSmagnets, no coil of fusion-relevant
size has been shown to be able to survive a quench event. It
should be stressed that from ITER experience as well as from
other large-scale projects, that adoption of new and untested
technology promising leaps in performance, comes with very
long development cycles. It is not unusual for such develop-
ment and qualification cycles to be measured decades before
a technology can reach sufficient maturity for implementation
into a power plant. Therefore, the fundamental challenge for
the future of HTS application in large-scale fusion magnets,
is not improvements to the material, but rather development
and qualification of quench protection schemes, as has been
recognized for many years now.

The development of conduction-cooled magnet concepts,
quench protection schemes applicable at relevant scale, and
characterization of HTS conductor neutron radiation damage
should be the cornerstones of any fusion-centric HTS mag-
net R&D programme. The culmination of such a programme
would be the design, fabrication, and test of an HTSmodel coil
with size and characteristics that demonstrate and de-risk the
technology prior to deployment on a power plant. EUROfusion
is presently working on the development and coordination
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of such HTS development programme to be carried out by
European fusion institutions in cooperation with industry.

8. Conclusions

This paper analysed the scalability of tokamaks when increas-
ing the plasma (and coil) magnetic field in an attempt to reduce
size via higher fusion power density. Higher field windings
generate higher forces in the mechanical structures in and
around the plasma and in particularly in the TF coil them-
selves. The stresses in the inboard leg of the TF coil casing
quickly reach the maximum allowable stress for a given geo-
metry, effectively limiting any further size reduction brought
by increasing the field. The study detailed within this paper
shows that, for large power-plant size tokamaks, and under
the assumption of wedged TF coil structures, increasing the
field does not lead to a reduction in machine size. Once struc-
tural, power exhaust, cost, and other practical considerations
are included, simply increasing the magnetic field does not
lead to smaller and cheaper machines. Employing steels with a
much higher yield strength reduces the size of themachine, but
does not alter the scalability behaviour, meaning that increas-
ing magnetic field still does not lead to size reductions bey-
ond a certain point. This is intrinsic to the structural concept,
not the material properties. More advanced structural support
concepts have been explored and it was concluded that most of
the solutions considered are either unfeasible or do not provide
sufficient size reduction when trying to increase field. The fact
remains that if machine size reductions are being pursued via
HTS materials and high field operation, structural concepts
with different scalability behaviour need to be developed, the
conventional approach of TF coil wedging will not achieve it.

This is not to say HTS do not offer other advantages for the
simplification and de-risking of fusion magnets. These include
the potential simplification of the magnet cooling scheme
thanks to increased temperature margin (indirect conduction
cooling), which in turn can greatly simplify coil construction
and minimize high-voltage risks at the terminals by decoup-
ling coolant and current-carrying functions of the conductor.
A development programme is proposed to bring HTS to the
level of maturity needed for adoption in fusion-scale magnets.
EUROfusion is the process of articulating and implementing
such development and qualification programme.
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